Honda shadow rebel

The Rebel sports an engine that redefines what a modern cruiser can and should be. The
parallel-twin design is narrow, and delivers torque everywhere from idle to redline. Want to kick
back and cruise on the open road all weekend long? No problem! Our family of Rebels are blank
canvases for your self expression. As is, its blacked-out engine pieces, frame, fork and
bodywork elements look great during the day and even better at night. We even black-plated the
final-drive chain! When it comes to cruisers and seat heights, almost everyone likes them lower.
At just American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting Sure, it has the low seat height,
twin-cylinder engine and relaxed riding position that make cruiser-class machines so timelessly
popular. But it also has something most cruisers lack: genuine arm-straightening performance,
and a chassis and suspension that let you dial up the pace when the road gets twisty. Forget
the chrome-and-fringe bling: this Rebel is a whole new take on how a cruiser should look. Every
one comes equipped with our anti-lock brake system and cruise control. You can choose
between our revolutionary automatic DCT transmission or a conventional six-speed manual.
Ride it on the weekends. Ride it at night. On the boulevard or in the canyons. Dress it up or
dress it down with our extensive line of Honda accessories. Download Brochure. Accessorized
Model Shown. Accessorized Models Shown. Rebel Rebel Rebel Selected Color Metallic Black.
REBEL Previous Rotate Next. Left Arrow Right Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features.
You are now leaving the Honda Powersports web site and entering an independent site. Nothing
pumps out the torque like a bold V-twin. Bobber-inspired styling with extensive blacked-out and
matte finishes. Skimming the pavement at just Clean, efficient, proven, low-maintenance. Shaft
final drive is the perfect choice for a machine like this, and for riders who pile on the miles. You
never have to worry about lubrication or adjustment out on the road. And an added plus: it
helps keep your bike cleaner, too. American Honda Motor Co. Thank you for visiting Subtle
Knockout Sometimes a whisper can be louder than a shout. Understated when it comes to
bright colors or chrome. An over-achiever when it comes to a low center of gravity, rideability,
comfort, and performance. Check out the spoked wheels, black rims, bobbed fenders and matte
black accents. And at the heart of the matter, a blacked-out cc V-twin and throaty exhaust that
offers the wide torque spread and user-friendly power every cruiser rider wants. No wonder it's
a popular favorite. Shadow Phantom Shadow Phantom. Shadow Phantom Selected Color Black.
Previous Rotate Next. Left Arrow Right Arrow. Premium Features. Standard Features. You are
now leaving the Honda Powersports web site and entering an independent site. The Honda
Shadow refers to a family of cruiser -type motorcycles made by Honda since In , Honda
introduced the Shadow series of motorcycles in an attempt to address the needs of the
American cruiser market with the VTc and VTc. All other offers are known under the VTX or
Rebel brands. The RS and Phantom are the 2 latest additions to the cc line-up from year Both
are Fuel injected. Shadow RS recalls a flat track racing bike with chain drive, a 'peanut' style gas
tank and a slightly higher seat height 29 inches with foot pegs less forward than conventional
cruisers meaning a more standard seating position. Phantom is more like a conventional cruiser
in ergonomics. The Honda is mainly for the UK and Europe market, as it fits within the
restrictions placed on learner drivers in the UK and the light motorcycle license in Europe. It
also has a chain drive instead of a shaft drive seen on the larger engined bikes. Sales ended in
The cc "VTC" introduced in featured chrome side covers and black engine covers. The
headlight was chrome and rectangular and had a single horn. In , The "VTC' was featured
include the fuel tank and rear fenders painted the same. The front fender is chrome and this
year the side covers and engine covers were painted black. The headlight was chrome and
rectangular and there was a single horn. The engine is virtually the same as the model. The
"VTC" had round and chromed headlamps. This model continued with the dual horns. A two
piece seat with an integrated backrest was incorporated. Starting this year, the engine covers
were polished chrome and the fins enlarged. The "Honda" tank decal was curved instead of
straight. It has a single shock rear suspension, a low The wheels are spoked. The VTC was not
made in but did make a comeback in offered only in black. The engine and body style was
retained from the model year. A new deluxe version "VTCD" introduced in added more chrome
on the engine cases and valve covers. The seat on the deluxe version is soft and tucked. By the
Deluxe model was a standard offering for every year the VLX was made. A model year cc V-twin
motorcycle is the senior member in the large family of Honda cruisers of various sizes named
Shadow. As of the once-extensive Shadow line has been reduced to two successors of that
original model, the Shadow Aero and the Shadow Phantom In a January road test, Cycle said:
"This twin is built around what is arguably the most technologically sophisticated Vee ever
designed. Engineering innovations appeared in the transmission as well. The clutch was
actuated hydraulically rather than through a mechanical cable; a diaphragm clutch spring was
used instead of more common coil springs and a slipper clutch eliminated rear-wheel hop
during engine braking or quick downshifting. In addition to the V-engine, the Shadow's frame

and body incorporated classic American cruiser styling cues: a teardrop fuel tank with a hidden
sub-tank to increase capacity , a low height two-piece seat with sissy bar and backrest, cruiser
handlebar , cast wheels, chrome front fender, a round head lamp and instrument casings, large
rake angle and angle-cut mufflers. The VTC remained available in Canada for the [19] and [20]
model years nearly unchanged, apart from color, from the model. For the model year, Japan's
NVC was renamed Honda Shadow as part of appearance and frame updates, including a lower
seat, longer wheelbase, increased rake and trail as well as a rod linkage for the rear brake
previously cable operated. Cast wheels were changed from ten spokes to five. Gold color was
added to wheels, crankcase cover and headlight trim. Honda took the RC14E degree V-twin and
reduced its bore size by 3 millimetres 0. For Honda altered the frame and appearance of the VTC
as with the Canadian and Japanese models which included lowering the seat, stretching the
wheelbase, increasing rake and trail, switching the front brake from dual disks to a single disk
and replacing ten-spoke with five-spoke cast wheels. The new frame was designed to
suppressed engine vibrations, and a new camshaft improved low-rpm performance with a slight
reduction in peak power. Side covers displayed the single word Shadow and Honda's wing
logotype was showcased on the tank. The passenger backrest was eliminated. The cc engine
had the same bore diameter as the original Shadow engine, and a 5. Besides having a larger
displacement, this new RC32E [25] engine did have another significant difference â€” it had a
four-speed transmission. The VTc ran on spoke-and-rim wheels that required tube-type tires
instead of the tubeless tires used on the earlier models with cast wheels. The Shadow had a
new look, with more chrome plating along with two-toned paint on the fuel tank and fenders.
The tank also wore a simple Shadow decal, rather than the Honda wing. This new engine was
similar to the old RC14E Shadow in that it had liquid cooling and SOHC three-valve dual-plug
combustion chambers, conversely, it lacked hydraulically adjusted valves, offset crankpins and
a slipper clutch. Further changes to the drivetrain included a wide-ratio five-speed gearbox
down from six and a chain final drive instead of shaft. Engine intake was through dual CV
carburetors, [31] with Secondary air injection on the exhaust side for emissions control. A
chrome plated exhaust had the look of a two-into-one system, but each header pipe had
separate channel inside the large muffler, exiting through two tailpipes. From , North American
models had the speedometer mounted on the tank the same as European and Australian
versions. Honda announced in that they would produce a roadster version of the Shadow with
chain final drive. With frame geometry that differed significantly from Shadow cruisers, the VTS
and RS models' footpegs, handlebars and seat put the rider into a neutral, upright posture. The
seat height of millimetres The VTRS wheelbase of 1, millimetres Several reviewers observed
that there was more than a passing resemblance between the VTRS and Sportster models;
Honda's At the Tokyo Motor Show , Honda exhibited a preproduction "low-and-long" [74] cc
Shadow kitted out in retro-style bodywork, equipped with shaft final drive and the Honda
Ignition Security System HISS electronic anti-theft device. SOHC cylinder heads still had two
spark plugs and three valves, but were modified to increase the compression ratio. Honda
offers anti-lock brake options for the cc Shadow Aero. In the twenty-fifth year of the Shadow line
Honda sold three different Shadow cruisers, the original chain-drive Spirit , the shaft-drive Aero
and the first Spirit VTC2. There were two significant updates to the VTC2 Spirit. Confusingly, the
model code VTC2 had already been used to identify European and Australian Shadows with
two-tone paint. Honda Japan created a series of VT in Japanese models for the Japanese
domestic market in , practically identical to the VT series but with smaller displacement
engines. Among these was the Shadow Slasher, introduced in February All models used an cc
displacement engine, the Honda VT engine with minimal mechanical changes during its
production. The â€”86 models are recognizable by the dual horns below the headlight, square
turn signals, dual front disk brakes, and one exhaust pipe on each side front cylinder on right
side, rear cylinder on left. There are dual gauges on the bars for speedometer and tachometer,
and fuel and temperature gauges that on the fuel tank. Both exhaust pipes were now run along
the right side of the bike, with the horns being relocated to the sides of the engine. The engine,
while the same cc displacement as the previous model, is rated for approximately 60
horsepower due to shorter stroke and larger pistons. It also now had a four-speed transmission
with a hydraulically actuated clutch. The "VTC" model was not manufactured in to sell off
excess stock of models , but returned in with a "Made in the USA" stamp on the seat. Some
sites will list this model as the "VT Standard" or " Shadow Standard", but this was never an
official name. This styling continued virtually unchanged through In , the V-Twin market really
got going, and manufacturers expanded their offerings with variants of their standing models.
The American Classic Edition A. It featured a more retro styling than the VTC, with a full rear
fender, induced vibrations, and a ' Harley-Davidson -like' sound from a single pin crank engine.
This model also has a 5 speed transmission and a cable actuated clutch. There were slight

frame and body work changes with this model verses the previous model as well. Horns were
moved to the front of the bike and the front exhaust now follows the frame instead of cutting
across the engine. The ACE Tourer came with a two-into-one-into-two exhaust system, a
counterbalanced with a dual crank pin crankshaft, and hard, color-matched saddlebags. The
Aero was discontinued after the model year. The Honda Shadow Sabre model was introduced,
based on the Honda VT engine with different styling than the still manufactured Spirit model.
The most notable feature was the front cast aluminum wheel. This model also had a slightly
lower rear gear ratio in the transmission allowing the bike to have better off the line acceleration
than the regular Spirit model; however this also caused higher engine RPM at highway speeds.
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it
or discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template
messages. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. This article includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified
because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by
introducing more precise citations. November Learn how and when to remove this template
message. South Africa. Retrieved 30 October Both these Honda motorcycle models were clearly
marked 'Made in America'. Honda News. Retrieved 13 October Honda Motor Co. Retrieved 10
October June Retrieved 29 October The Auto Channel. Retrieved 16 October Honda Press
Information in Japanese. Tokyo: Honda Motor Co. Retrieved 14 October Rider Magazine.
Camarillo: EPG Media. Retrieved 8 October September December Retrieved Chattanooga, TN.
Retrieved 19 October Retrieved 22 October Back in the early days, Honda was into performance
even in the case of cruisers so the engine behind that first model was a liquid-cooled, cc
V-Twin, SOHC, three-valved with six gears and shaft drive transmission. January Retrieved 9
October Consider the Shadow a way-far-out Cruiser, a chip placed at the very edge of the
marketplace checkerboard, far from the center squares occupied by the Magana and Sabre.
Retrieved 20 October Archived from the original on May 19, London: Coxa Ltd. Retrieved 23
October Retrieved 21 October Authentic Honda Shadow Handcraft. Retrieved 15 October Cycle
World. August Retrieved 24 October From its very introduction in as a , this particular
light-heavyweight V-Twin not only became Honda's bestselling model, but America's best
selling motorcycle of any kind, period. Indianapolis, IN: Alpha Books. I especially recommend
the â€”87 VT Shadows, which combine striking looks and genuine comfort with the low
maintenance of shaft drive and hydraulically-adjusted valves. In my opinion, this model makes a
better all-around motorcycle than any of the new mid-size cruisers. Chicago Tribune. Therefore
the Hurricane sportbike; the Shadow, which had been a challenger to the Harley-Davidson
Sportster; and the Magna are gone. Retrieved 2 November Motorcycle Cruiser. Bonnier
Corporation published August Retrieved 25 October In many ways, we rated the A. Motorrad in
German. Motor Presse Stuttgart. Honda Press Information. Fact Book in Japanese. March
Retrieved 31 October Retrieved 5 November Despite its relatively small displacement for a
cruiser, the Aero now has the appearance of a much larger machine, which is especially
accentuated by its oh-so-loonnggg rear fender. Irvine, California: Bonnier Motorcycle Group.
Honda started building this version of the Shadow in and continued through H-D R Sportster".
Toronto: VerticalScope. First built in , the Shadow Spirit seemed to be aimed right at the heart of
the lightweight cruiser niche. Retrieved 1 November Dueruote in Italian. Milan: Editoriale
Domus. Bonnier Corporation published December Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Bonnier
Corporation published April Street-rod styling gives the rakish Spirit a strong dose of visual
attitude. Irvine, California: Motorsport Aftermarket Group. Retrieved 4 November The winged
logo is renowned for refinement and attention to detail, and on the Shadow Spirit, Honda comes
up golden. Bonnier Corporation. In an aggressive move, Honda cleaned out the stable, throwing
the venerable cc A. The Aero is the only kid on the old middleweight V-twin block this year.
Bonnier Motorcycle Group. Torrance, California: Honda North America. Retrieved 3 November
Honda Pressroom in Japanese. Retrieved 17 November European Media Newsroom. Berkshire,
England: Honda Motor Europe. Retrieved 18 November Com in French. Wellington, New
Zealand. The Press. Retrieved 20 November The Honda is so Sportster-like in its looks, rider
ergonomics, fuel capacity and its handling dynamics that its hard not to compare the two.
Retrieved 21 November The Honda Shadow cc cruiser line consists of four models, from the
low-slung Aero to the blacked-out Phantom. Retrieved 16 November With a fuel-injected cc
V-Twin powerplant nestled in a chassis that boasts classic lines and standard-style riding
ergonomics, the latest Honda cruiser is a bare-bones motorcycle, one which the rider may do
with as he or she sees fit. Birmingham, Michigan: Oath. Honda Shadow RS vs. Triumph
Bonneville". Toronto Star Newspapers. The 'RS' stands for 'retro standard' and that sums it up
perfectly. EPG Media published September Unlike the other Shadow s, the RS gets chain final

drive rather than shaft; less weight, more maintenance. Canada Moto Guide. Etobicoke: Trader
Corporation. Honda dealer pre-orders were very strong, so the Shadow RS is set to add to the
,plus Shadows sold since the original debuted in Moto Revue in French. Honda Shadow RS".
Honda says "RS" stands for "retro standard," though really, the bike doesn't bludgeon you with
nostalgia, nor is it really a standard. Miami, Florida: Motorsport Network. Honda Worldwide.
Classic Style and a Big-bike Look and Feel. Cruise into a New World of Emotion. Tokyo Motor
Show Archive in Japanese. October Retrieved 6 November Vancouver, BC. Motor Cycle News.
MotorBox in Italian. Milan: Boxer S. Styling-wise, the Shadow Aero has that long, low, slammed
look. Retrieved 8 November The Honda Shadow Aero features a new two-into-two exhaust
system that has bullet-style mufflers to give the bike a classic cruiser style. Retrieved 7
November Honda Pressroom. Motonline in Portuguese. Popular Mechanics. New York City:
Hearst Communications. Retrieved 9 November Toronto: Postmedia Network published 10
August Canwest News Service. Retrieved 11 November Retrieved 13 November Retrieved 12
November Melville, New York. The bars are new, mounted on pull-back risers, with kind of a
drag bike feel. Women Riders Now. Austin, Texas: Solitude Ranch Communications. Melbourne,
Victoria. Retrieved 14 November Honda has brought together a big-bike look, distinctive
street-rod styling and a muscular V-Twin engineâ€”now including the sophistication and
metering precision of Programmed Fuel Injection. Consumer Reports. Yonkers, New York.
Milan: Triboo Media. Boulogne-Billancourt: Warmup Interactive. This thing was designed as a
bobber and the fat wheels, thick fork arms, redesigned handlebar as well as the entire
bodywork, blacked-out and matte finishes stand by the bobber not custom side of this very
attractive motorcycle. Retrieved 15 November New to the engine is a fuel-injection system
delivering the air-fuel mixture to each cylinder, while twin spark plugs per cylinder ensure
efficient combustion. The Phantom concept is essentially based on the Spirit though the Spirit
isn't officially in Honda's lineup , with the main upgrades being its clean, uncluttered look
accented by an extensive blackout treatment that seems to be all the rage these days and the
addition of fuel injection. American Honda Motor Co. Retrieved 12 August Japan Times.
Retrieved 14 February Categories : Honda motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden
categories: CS1 Japanese-language sources ja CS1 German-language sources de CS1
Italian-language sources it CS1 Czech-language sources cs CS1 French-language sources fr
CS1 Portuguese-language sources pt Articles needing additional references from September All
articles needing additional references Articles lacking in-text citations from November All
articles lacking in-text citations Articles with multiple maintenance issues Articles with
Japanese-language sources ja Commons category link from Wikidata All articles with dead
external links Articles with dead external links from November Articles with permanently dead
external links. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
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Commons. Marysville, Ohio , [1] Kumamoto and Hamamatsu. Wide-ratio five -speed manual.
Hamamatsu and Marysville, Ohio [6]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Honda Shadow.
Verza CB Verza. MegaPro CBR Streetfire. CB Nighthawk. CBF Hornet, CMXC Rebel. CMX Rebel.
NM4 Vultus. VF Magna. VTCX Fury. VTT Shadow Ace. GLC Valkyrie. VTCS Sabre. NTV Deauville.
VFR Interceptor. ST Pan-European. GL Gold Wing. XLV Varadero. NX Dominator. VFRX
Crossrunner. VFRX Crosstourer. The Rebel replaced it in , one of the three tiddlers we flogged
during our Monkey Butt ride. Honda also added a Rebel to the lineup, nearly identical except for
engine size. To keep Rebel owners in the family, Honda needed a bigger Rebel. Since the Africa
Twin is an adventure bike and the Rebel is a cruiser, Honda adapted the engine to its new role.
Revised valve timing and lift, as well as changes in volumetric efficiency between the cylinders,
add to the pulse feeling of the degree crank. The Rebel also has a unique air cleaner, exhaust
system and muffler. In addition to the optional DCT, standard equipment includes four ride
modes Standard, Sport, Rain and User, which is customizable , Honda Selectable Torque
Control aka traction control, which has integrated wheelie control , engine brake control and
cruise control. Everything is easily adjusted via buttons on the handlebar, and all displayed on
the 6. What makes cruisers so appealing to so many people, other than styling, is their low seat
height. That, plus a curb weight of just pounds for the DCT model , makes the big Rebel very
approachable. With the engine hung low from the tubular-steel frame, the midmount footpegs
are located on either side of the cases, attached to cantilever brackets that extend forward from
the frame section aft of the engine. That positions them fairly far apart, and for a tall guy like me
with a inch inseam, my knees were above my hips and my ankles were at an awkward angle.
What makes cruisers so limiting on so many roads is a lack of cornering clearance and minimal
rear suspension travel. But the good folks at Honda threw us a bone. They bestowed the Rebel
with a degree bank angle on either side, allowing you to hustle through corners at a decent clip
before dragging anything. Suspending the rear are dual, preload-adjustable Showa piggyback

shocks with 3. Complementing the blacked-out drivetrain and chassis is a 43mm fork,
adjustable for preload and offering 5. What makes the DCT work so well is that separate
clutches handle even and odd gears, and the next gear is always cued up, making gear changes
lightning fast and incredibly smooth. Bye-bye clutch lever! Rolling on cast wheels in inch front
and inch rear sizes and shod with Dunlop tires, the Rebel exudes confidence and stability in the
handling department. Its handlebar falls naturally at hand, and its 3. Single-disc, ABS-equipped
brakes front and rear slow things down with laudable feel and control, with a strong
radial-mount, four-piston monoblock front caliper squeezing a pie-plate-sized mm rotor. See
lack of cornering clearance above, and, since many are tuned for low-end torque, they balk
when revved high and their redlines are low. But the Rebel has a powerful, torquey engine that
revs to 8, rpm, and it has the available lean angle, chassis and low weight to take full advantage
of it. And since cruisers are made to be customized, Honda offers a boatload of accessories â€”
a seat, pegs and backrest for a passenger; luggage racks and saddlebags; a fairing with a
windscreen; heated grips and more. Displacement: 1,cc Bore x Stroke: Seat Height: Wet Weight
claimed : lbs. I really like the bike but Honda needs to drop the Rebel name so Dodge can use it
for a crappy economy car. No thanks. I like the idea of the Rebel In fact they all have their
appeal. However, I think they are all, well, funny looking. Something about that tank zooming up
from the seat really bothers me. Honda knows how to make bikes. I love them all. Honda almost
got it right with the Rebel , but there needs to be two versions of the cruiser. I realize
accessories will probably be pouring out of the woodwork for the bike, so we will just have to
wait and see what happens. All in all the Rebel is a good looking bike. I own several bikes that
still trip my trigger and I am always looking at future prospects. Triumph and Royal Enfield are
making some bikes that really look the part and have been getting some great reviews. Not sure
if I would call going from a small displacement ugly bike to a larger displacement ugly bike
moving up. It would be more like maintaining ugly in my opinionâ€¦you know what they say
about opinions. So, no soul and ugly is a hard sell for me. Who wants to clean and maintain a
chain??? Seems like Honda is moving backwards. Ride with your bright lights on and be safe.
Love this bike, but I would love even more a smaller more compact engine as this thing is a
beast and in my country everything over 1 liter pays a very very high insurance premium Asia.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U.
South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine. Which was an infinitely better looking
bike. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect
email address! Most Popular. What's New? Greg Drevenstedt - February 19, Greg Drevenstedt February 17, Honda has announced the latest addition to its Rebel family, the Honda Rebel
Complete with a degree crankshaft design, the cc engine is expected to provide ample low-end
torque and tractable power delivery, suitable for this cruiser application. The conventional
transmission Rebel is equipped with a slip and assist clutch. A full suite of electronic aids is
standard on the Honda Rebel , including four selectable riding modes: Standard, Sport, Rain
and a customizable mode. Each mode alters the throttle map and power delivery. Cruise control
is standard. The Rebel uses fairly typical cruiser chassis geometry with a lengthy Notably, the
seat height is a low The maximum lean angle is cited as 35 degrees. The claimed wet weight is
pounds for the non-DCT version and pounds when equipped. Handling suspension duties is a
conventional 43mm fork equipped with cartridge damping and 4. The fork also uses a titanium
oxide finish for a blacked-out appearance. A single radially mounted monobloc 4-piston caliper
and mm disc take care of braking in the front. In the rear, a single-piston and mm disc rounds
out the braking components. ABS is standard. Honda is also offering a plethora of accessories,
ranging from simple cosmetic customization options to more focused touring components.
Stylistically, the Rebel takes essential cues from the cruiser world with steel front and rear
fenders, as well as a seamless 3. Modern touches come in the form of LED lighting all-around
and an LCD instrument panel, which displays a speedometer, tachometer, gear-position
indicator, fuel gauge, riding modes and more. The Honda Rebel is scheduled to be available in
dealers in January Looks very nice. Wish it had better colors. Fuel tank could have been a little
bigger. Price is great. Surprised by the chain but thats cool. Overall like it. You are absolutely
right. They should have made the tank a little bit bigger and reduce the overall weight. If the
tank were 4 â€” 4. At the price point stated, the weight is to be expected. Lightness costs
money. Still, it weighs 50 pounds less than a Sportster, while being liquid- cooled. I notice the
plastic piece on the back of the gauges is flipped between the red and black bike in the last pic,
with the two riders riding side by side. Cool little option for free customization. A bit lighter than
a shadow, prob better weight distribution, and nearly double the horsepower, with a drag racing
transmission. How about calling it the Super shadow! Honda is using the Indian Scout as a
match mark. The Honda has a better ride I bet, and the power is about the same I bet. I am
thinking about the Scout Sixty that is. It being a Honda, it will be like a rock and no problems,

much that is. Than again, it was made to ride and not have any problems. I may want one since
some of them will be sitting in the showrooms longer than Honda would want. You watch!!! I
believe Honda uses a small gas tank to 1. The small tank is a deal killer for me. If they had made
it with a belt drive, I would consider buying it. If a pebble gets in either sprocket the belt can
break leaving you stopped dead. The Belts alone run as much as a complete chain and sprocket
set. On Harleys it requires complete removal of the primary cover and clutch assembly and also
the rear shock. New expensive gaskets and complete readjust of your clutch. Belts also require
regular maintenance to check tension and adjust. I prefer a shaft any day but the chain and
sprocket set up is hard to beat. Belt or shaft drive would be far better. Larger fuel capacity
would have made it perfect. Easy to run plus Klms in Australia and not have fuel available.
Bigger tank Honda! I am sorry, I have been riding a Honda for 21 years ,but this bike is ugly. The
exhaust ,the pitch of the gas tank all blacked out. Honda has the mistaken idea that to call it a
cruiser, you have to strip essential items like center stands. They do for a lot of others. I think
everything in that category is German made. Put a couple of Viking saddlebags, a Memphis
Shades screen, a passenger backrest and luggage rack, some T-rex parts as they are bound to
adapt the rebel parts to fit the bigger rebel on it. I already have a pre-order on the black DCT
version in Sydney Australia, I will have thee and my daughter will progress to the I think it is a
great start. Hond
p0303 ford taurus
international 4300 parts diagram
335d engine
a has to be able to do something wsith this bike next year and the year to followie: center
stand, larger tank and bright colors, choice of seats and luggage rack ect. What about the
Honda scooter that the3 rest of the world gets. What about the 3 wheel scooters like the Piaggio
MP3? I will continue to look to the future. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U. Rider Magazine.
Looks good Mr. Like the mid control and the price tag. Does accepting official election results
offend you? LOL Dude!!! It would of been better to name it honda vt aero. You want light then
get a naked sport bike. This is a cruiser. Hi Robert, No, it uses a chain drive. Take care! All those
nice upgrades and they put a chain on it, Why? Good grief! Please enter your comment! Please
enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New?
Nic de Sena - February 19, Nic de Sena - February 17,

